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To whom it may concern,

              My name is Jodi Roberts.   I am writing to inform you that an extension to the
Emergency Bill until October is a frightening mistake.  This proposed extension has no valid
reason and is only harming thousands of families.

We have evidently seen that the vaccine is not working.  People are catching COVID
whether they are vaccinated or not, the only difference is that people who have been
vaccinated now have a lower immune system due to the contents of the vaccine and are
now more susceptible to any illnesses that come their way (AIDS). 

Mainstream media have presented a very one sided 'story' and have therefore spread
misinformation and caused mass panic and hysteria. Some untold facts are below:

Healthy people are not at high risk of complications from COVID if they do catch it.
More people are dying in car accidents, floods and from other diseases than from
COVID itself.
You can naturally boost your immune system to lessen symptoms if you do come in
contact with the virus.
Healthy people are not spreaders of the disease and IF YOU ARE VACCINATED YOU
CAN STILL SPREAD IT.
If you catch the virus there are safe and effective treatment protocols to aid
recovery which do not involve vaccination.
Natural infection gives longer lasting and durable protection against reinfection.
Children who are immunised are 50 times more likely to die from the vaccine than
the virus. (Former Pfizer VP, Dr Michael Yeadon)
In a Scotland report prepared by Public Health Scotland, it stated that the double
vaccinated were twice as likely to become infected with COVID.

In Israel, the 4th booster dose has been found to be ineffective against Omicron, and
infection, hospitalisation and death rates are the highest they have ever been
despite high vaccination take up.
CDC scientists have admitted to manipulating study data to show that the COVID
vaccines are safe for pregnant women when in actual fact 91% are having
miscarriages. 

These are only some of the very dangerous facts emerging.  There is absolutely no need to
extend Emergency Powers and to do so would be catastrophic.  In actual fact,  ALL
VACCINATIONS NEED TO BE CEASED IMMEDIATELY.  We the Australian people, hold all of
you directly responsible for all and any harm suffered by Australians now and in the future.
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Regards
Jodi Roberts
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